WOMEN'S STUDIES CALENDAR  
FALL EVENTS 2005

SCHOLARSHIP*TEACHING*ACTIVISM

LECTURES            INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ROUNDTABLES         BOOK SIGNING

RECEPTION FOR NEW WOMEN FACULTY

BROWNBAGS (BRING YOUR LUNCH)

WOMEN'S STUDIES OPEN HOUSE

This fall, as we launch "Global Feminisms," a new undergraduate Women's Studies course, we invite you to join with us in a series of events to explore gender in the global context including the co-sponsored international conference:

COMPARATIVE POSTCOLONIALITIES: Aesthetics, History, Locality
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27-SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29

Among the distinguished speakers:
KumKum Sangari (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee), author of Politics of the Possible: Essays on Gender, History, Narratives, Colonial English

Diana Taylor (NYU), author of Disappearing Acts: Spectacles of Gender and Nationalism in Argentina's Dirty War

Faye Ginsburg (Anthropology, Culture and Media-NYU), author of Conceiving the New World Order: The Global Politics of Reproduction

Gayatri Gopinath (U-Cal, Davis ), author of Impossible Subjects: Queer Diasporas and South Asian Public Cultures

Featured writers include: Jamaican "dub" poet, Jean Binta Breeze; Irish poet, Medbh McGuckian; Lebanese memoirist, Jean Said Makdisi

For Schedule of Events and Locations: www.english.edu/events/pococonf
FALL EVENTS 2005

WOMEN'S STUDIES

REFRESHMENTS

FIRST FLOOR
WILLIAM PITTL UNION
PENN STATE URBAN
FACULTY CENTER FOR SOUTHWESTERN

PENN STATE LAW FIRM
CO-CHAIR: LAWYER OF THE WOMEN
STUDENT UNION
SPEAKER: JOE WRIGHT

SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER:

INTERNSHIPS IN WOMEN'S STUDIES:
THURS. OCT. 20: 4:30

WOMEN'S STUDIES SUITE * 2201 PASSEY

WOOLF LITTLER

727 REGIONS STREET

BRECK ART MUSEUM AUDITORIUM
PITTSBURGH HISTORY AS WOMEN'S HISTORY

WILLIAM GREENWALD (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY)
SUN, SEPT. 11: 11:30

PAWCS RECEPTION
TUES. OCT. 18: 3:30
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WEB S. SEP. 21: NOON BROWNBAG

SCHOOL OF LAW *ROOM 107
CO-SPONSORED WITH WOMEN'S LAW FORUM

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN U.S. LAW

DIAPOGRAPHIC PRESENTATION

SUE FRIEDMAN, SARAH ATTORNEY, WESTERN PA
THURS. SEP. 15: 6:00

WEB S. SEP. 7: NOON BROWNBAG

EMERGENCES LEGISLATION

PASS COMPASSIONATE ASSISTANCE FOR KIDS

LEARN MORE ABOUT CARE THE CAMPAIGN TO

REFUNDS COALITION AGAINST KIDS KILLS

HELENA REITZ, ZEST PROFESSIONAL, AND JUDI HIRSCH
VISIT www.pitt.edu/~women for Calendar Updates

OWEN'S STUDIES SUITE * 2201 P资料
OWEN'S STUDIES OPEN HOUSE
FRI DEG 9: NOON 2:00

RECEPTION FOLLOWING TALK
2ND FLOOR WILLIAM T. LUFTON UNG ROOM A +
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